


A vacation paradise right by the city,embracing world-class luxuriously spectacular 

Tamsui is located just 30 minutes by car from Taipei City downtown and can also be easily reached by MRT Tamsui Line; 

 transit via Danhai Light Rail or Blue Highway (ferry), and it will take only 10 minutes before arriving at  

Tamsui Fisherman’s Wharf scenic area. Within the area, there is breathtaking world-class sunset,  

the most beautiful hotel in Northern Taiwan in a unique cruise ship style, as well as New Taipei City's landmark  

“100m-high revolving Lover’s Tower” – they are all must-visitsites for international and domestic travelers alike!  

At the Hotel, the picturesque sceneries of the mountains and the ocean are integrated with humanities, culture, and art. 

 It offers 198 comfortable guestrooms and comprehensive facilities: precious hot spring from Datun Mountain, sauna,  

ocean-view gym, aromatherapeutic spa, rooftop outdoor swimming pool, children’s play area, VR playroom,  

and children’s car racing room; diverse dining services: buffet at Arcadia Café, Chef A-Chi Dimsum Restaurant, 

 Lobby Café, and E2 Bar. The Hotel has been recognized by awards given in Taiwan and around the world,  

and it is also 5-Star Hotel. Outstanding service quality, reasonable and friendly prices have made the Hotel widely loved by many since its inception. 





★ By Car 
1、Take Provincial Highway 2b from Taipei through Shilin, Shipai and Beitou, turn to Dadu Road and 
pass Guandu, and then go through Zhuwei, Honshulin and Tamsui city to head toward the Fisherman’s 
Wharf.  
 
 2、You can also take Freeway No.1 (Sun Yat-sen Freeway) and exit from Wugu. Then connect to County 
Highway 107, County Highway 103 and Provincial Highway 15 (Xibin Highway) to Bali, pass the Guandu 
Bridge then go through Zhuwei, Honshulin and Tamsui city to head toward the Fisherman’s Wharf.  
 
★ Metro (MRT) 
Take MRT Tamsui Line to the Tamsui terminal station and transfer to the bus route “R26”. Get off at the 
Fisherman’s Wharf terminal station and our hotel is just around the corner.  





The first domestically manufactured light rail train in the country, it is a cross-border cooperation 
between Taiwan Rolling Stock Corporation and the German company Voith. From design, 
manufacturing to testing, the entire train is completed in Taiwan. 
 

The exterior is a streamlined design with the image of the sea. The aqua blue color of the body 
painting represents the clear flow of the Tamsui River, and the white color symbolizes the sunlight 
reflected on the water surface. The gradient at the intersection of the two is like the sparkling waves of 
the Tamsui River, with a hint of green interspersed at the same time. It symbolizes the reflection of 
Guanyin Mountain; the inside and outside of the carriage are designed in aqua blue, with large viewing 
windows, giving you an unobstructed view of the beautiful scenery of Tamsui. 
 

Each light rail train is composed of 5 carriages. It is a 100% low-chassis train with light capacity and 
manned driving. It has a maximum operating speed of 70 kilometers per hour and can carry 265 
people. It has a flat walkway between the carriages and a spacious barrier-free space. Taking into 
consideration the needs of all passengers. 
 

Danhai Light Rail is the first public art railway of several meters in Taiwan. It starts from Mangrove 
Station and ends at Kanding Station after 11 stations. Mangrove Station is connected to the Tamsui 
Line MRT. The biggest highlight of Danhai Light Rail is that each station has There are Jimmy's 
decorative arts, plus two Jimmy's bus stops, there are a total of 13 groups of Jimmy's works that can be 
photographed. 



 

★ The hotel's own indoor parking lot is B1, with a total of one floor 

 There are 110 parking spaces in total 

 There are 2 love parking spaces in total 

 There are 2 baby parking spaces in total 

 There are 3 charging stations for electric vehicles 

 

★ Outdoor large bus parking lot and fishing port parking lot 

 Large bus parking spaces can accommodate a total of 12-13 vehicles 

 The first parking lot of Tamsui Second Fishing Port,        

       Reference fee standards:        

       NT$60/time on weekdays;  

       NT$90/time on holidays         

      (If there are any changes,  

       no further notice will be given, and  

       the on-site announcement shall prevail) 







 一座位於1F大廳 
One is located in the lobby on 

the first floor 

 一座位於三3F休閒(鄰近泳池) 
One is located in the leisure area on the 

third floor(near the swimming pool) 



The hotel looks like a giant cruise ship and has a romantic reputation as the "Love Ship".Marine leisure and resort style can be seen 

everywhere, providing extremely considerate and distinguished services. Looking out from the hotel room, we are facing the wide 

estuary of Tamsui River.Looking outside, you will see the vast and unobstructed view of the harbor and the seven-star beautiful 

sunset, which will immediately release the stress in daily life. The balcony in the room allows you to enjoy the sea breeze and view the 

scenery from a high position, which is very pleasant. The hotel has SPA, swimming pool, gym and other entertainment facilities. 

There are shopping streets and art streets outside the hotel, providing travelers with a place to rest and shop, satisfying you all at 

once. It is close to Tamsui Old Street, Hongmao City, and Tamkang Middle School, where the movie was shot, enriching your leisurely 

trip to Tamsui. 。 



Room pricing： 

NT$ 11,800+10% (without bathtub) / 25 rooms 

NT$ 12,800+10% (with bathtub) / 20 rooms 
 

Indoor square footage：13.5 square meters； 

balcony square footage：1.5 square meters 
 

Number of guests：2-4 people 

Bed type information：Two double beds 180*200cm 
 

Room equipment：  

Electronic card door locks, LCD TV,  

central air conditioning,Flush toilet, DVD player,  

broadband Internet access, refrigerator, hair dryer, 

Electric hot water bottle, special safe, iron, 

Ironing board, satellite television channels,  

direct dial telephone,Separate wet and dry shower,  

110V and 220V sockets 
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